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1-paragraph bio/introduction:
Dr. James Hansen, formerly Director of the NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies, is Adjunct Professor at Columbia University’s Earth Institute, where he directs a program in Climate Science, Awareness and Solutions. Dr. Hansen is best known for his testimony on climate change in the 1980s that helped raise awareness of global warming. He is a member of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences and has received numerous awards including the Sophie and Blue Planet Prizes. Dr. Hansen is recognized for speaking truth to power and for outlining actions needed to protect the future of young people and all species on the planet.

1-long-paragraph bio:
Dr. James Hansen, formerly Director of the NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies, is Adjunct Professor and at Columbia University’s Earth Institute, where he directs a program in Climate Science, Awareness and Solutions. He was trained in physics and astronomy in the space science program of Dr. James Van Allen at the University of Iowa. His early research on the clouds of Venus helped identify their composition as sulfuric acid. Since the late 1970s, he has focused his research on Earth’s climate, especially human-made climate change. Dr. Hansen is best known for his testimony on climate change to congressional committees in the 1980s that helped raise broad awareness of the global warming issue. He was elected to the National Academy of Sciences in 1995 and was designated by Time Magazine in 2006 as one of the 100 most influential people on Earth. He has received numerous awards including the Carl-Gustaf Rossby and Roger Revelle Research Medals, the Sophie Prize and the Blue Planet Prize. Dr. Hansen is recognized for speaking truth to power, for identifying ineffectual policies as greenwash, and for outlining actions that the public must take to protect the future of young people and other life on our planet.

3-paragraph bio:
Dr. James Hansen, formerly Director of the NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies, is Adjunct Professor and at Columbia University’s Earth Institute, where he directs a program in Climate Science, Awareness and Solutions. He was trained in physics and astronomy in the space science program of Dr. James Van Allen at the University of Iowa, receiving a bachelor’s degree with highest distinction in physics and mathematics, master’s degree in astronomy, and Ph. D. in physics in 1967. Dr. Hansen was a visiting student, at the Institute of Astrophysics, University of Kyoto and Dept. of Astronomy, Tokyo University, Japan from 1965-1966. He received his Ph.D. in physics from the University of Iowa in 1967. Except for 1969, when he was an NSF post-doctoral scientist at Leiden Observatory under Prof. H.C. van de Hulst, he has spent his post-doctoral career at NASA GISS.

In his early research Dr. Hansen used telescopic observations of Venus to extract detailed information on the physical properties of the cloud and haze particles that veil Venus. Since the mid-1970s, Dr. Hansen has focused on studies and computer simulations of the Earth’s climate, for the purpose of understanding the human impact on global climate. He is best known for his testimony on climate change to Congress in the 1980s that helped raise broad awareness of the global warming issue. In recent years Dr. Hansen has drawn attention to the danger of passing climate tipping points, producing irreversible climate impacts that would yield a different planet from the one on which civilization developed. Dr. Hansen disputes the contention, of fossil fuel interests and governments that support them, that it is an almost god-given fact that all fossil fuels must be burned with their combustion products discharged into the atmosphere. Instead Dr. Hansen has outlined steps that are needed to stabilize climate, with a cleaner atmosphere and ocean, and he emphasizes the need for the public to influence government and industry policies.

Dr. Hansen was elected to the National Academy of Sciences in 1995 and, in 2001, received the Heinz Award for environment and the American Geophysical Union's Roger Revelle Medal. Dr. Hansen received the World Wildlife Federation’s Conservation Medal from the Duke of Edinburgh in 2006 and was designated by Time Magazine as one of the world’s 100 most influential people in 2006. In 2007 Dr. Hansen won the Dan David Prize in the field of Quest for Energy, the Leo Szilard Award of the American Physical Society for Use of Physics for the Benefit of Society, and the American Association for the Advancement of Science Award for Scientific Freedom and Responsibility. In 2008, he won the Common Wealth Award for Distinguished Service in Science and was also awarded both the Ohio State University’s Bownocker Medal and the Desert Research Institute’s Nevada Medal. In 2009, Dr. Hansen received the American Meteorological Society’s Carl-Gustaf Rossby Research Medal. In 2010 he received the Sophie Prize and the Blue Planet Prize.

Additional Information:
http://www.columbia.edu/~jeh1/
http://www.columbia.edu/~mhs119/
Photos: http://www.mediafire.com/?8ecel33ccmg8i
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Education:
BA with highest distinction (Physics and Mathematics), University of Iowa, 1963
MS (Astronomy), University of Iowa, 1965
Visiting student, Inst. of Astrophysics, University of Kyoto & Dept. of Astronomy, Tokyo University, Japan, 1965-1966
Ph.D. (Physics), University of Iowa, 1967

Research Interests:
Analysis of the causes and consequences of global climate change using the Earth's paleoclimate history, ongoing global observations, and interpretive tools including climate models. Connecting the dots all the way from climate observations to the policies that are needed to stabilize climate and preserve our planet for young people and other species.

Professional Employment:
1967-1969  NAS-NRC Resident Research Associate: Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS), NY
1969  NSF Postdoctoral Fellow: Leiden Observatory, Netherlands
1969-1972  Research Associate: Columbia University, NY
1972-1981  Staff Member/Space Scientist: Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS),
  Manager of GISS Planetary and Climate Programs
1978-1985  Adjunct Associate Professor: Department of Geological Sciences, Columbia University
1981-present  Director: NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies
1985-present  Adjunct Professor: Earth and Environmental Sciences, Columbia University

Project Experience:
1971-1974  Co-Principal Investigator AEROPOL Project (airborne terrestrial infrared polarimeter)
1972-1985  Co-Investigator, Voyager Photopolarimeter Experiment
1974-1994  Principal Investigator (1974-8) and subsequently Co-Investigator, Pioneer Venus
  Orbiter Cloud-Photopolarimeter Experiment
1977-2000  Principal Investigator, Galileo (Jupiter Orbiter) Photopolarimeter Radiometer Experiment

Teaching Experience:
Atmospheric Radiation (graduate level): New York Univ., Dept. of Meteorology & Oceanography
Intro. to Planetary Atmospheres & Climate Change: Columbia Univ., Dept. of Geological Sciences

Awards:
1977  Goddard Special Achievement Award (Pioneer Venus)
1978  NASA Group Achievement Award (Voyager, Photopolarimeter)
1984  NASA Exceptional Service Medal (Radiative Transfer)
1989  National Wildlife Federation Conservation Achievement Award
1990  NASA Presidential Rank Award of Meritorious Executive
1991  University of Iowa Alumni Achievement Award
1992  American Geophysical Union Fellow
1993  NASA Group Achievement Award (Galileo, Polarimeter/Radiometer)
1996  Elected to National Academy of Sciences
1996  GSFC William Nordberg Achievement Medal
1996  Editor's Citation for Excellence in Refereeing for Geophysical Research Letters
1997  NASA Presidential Rank Award of Meritorious Executive
2000  University of Iowa Alumni Fellow
2000  GISS Best Scientific Publication (peer vote): ‘Global warming - alternative scenario’
2001  John Heinz Environment Award
2001  Roger Revelle Medal, American Geophysical Union
2004  GISS Best Scientific Publication (peer vote): ‘Soot Climate Forcing’
2005  GISS Best Scientific Publication (peer vote): ‘Earth’s Energy Imbalance’
2006  GISS Best Scientific Publication (peer vote): ‘Global Temperature Change’
2006  Time Magazine designation as one of World's 100 Most Influential People.
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2007  Laureate, Dan David Prize for Outstanding Achievements & Impacts in Quest for Energy
2007  Leo Szilard Award, American Physical Society for Outstanding Promotion & Use of Physics for the Benefit of Society
2007  Haagen-Smit Clean Air Award
2008  American Association for the Advancement of Science Award for Scientific Freedom and Responsibility
2008  Nevada Medal, Desert Research Institute
2008  Common Wealth Award for Distinguished Service in Science
2008  Bownocker Medal, Ohio State University
2008  Rachel Carson Award for Integrity in Science, Center for Science in the Public Interest
2009  Carl-Gustaf Rossby Research Medal, American Meteorological Society
2009  Peter Berle Environmental Integrity Award
2010  Sophie Prize for Environmental and Sustainable Development
2010  Blue Planet Prize, Asahi Glass Foundation
2011  American Association of Physics Teachers Klopsteg Memorial Award for communicating physics to the general public.
2011  Edinburgh Medal from City of Edinburgh, Edinburgh Science Festival
2012  Steve Schneider Climate Science Communications Award
2012  Foreign Policy designation as one of its Top 100 Global Thinkers
2013  Ridenhour Courage Prize
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